Web of Science via Web of Knowledge
Multidisciplinary index covering journal literature of the sciences

How to Search for Articles

To find articles on a topic:


   NOTE: If you are off campus, you need to log into your UH account.

2. In the Search Box, enter the terms for the topic, author name, or publication name.
   If you have more search terms to add:
   • Select an operator (and, or) from the drop down menu
   • Enter the additional term(s) in the search box

3. Be careful of the Search Fields – the defaults are Topic, Author and Publication Name. Use the drop down menus to change the fields if necessary.

4. Click Search

Search Tools

**Boolean Operators**

| and | Narrows the search. Retrieves records with every term entered in the search. (quark AND neutrino) will find both words |
| or | Expands the search. Retrieves records with any term entered in the search. (generator OR transformer) will find either word |

**Searching Symbols**

| | Add the truncation symbol (an asterisk) to a root word to find variant words. **comput** finds computer, computational… |
| | Substitute ? for a letter to find variant words. wom?n finds woman, women |
| “ ” | To find a specific phrase, use quotation marks around the terms. “galactic structure” finds the exact phrase |
Find the Full Text Article
Use Find It button to access the full text article
• find it locates full text online articles using Serials Solution’s Article Linker™, which matches citations to the UH Mānoa Library’s resources.

Click on a title for more details

Saving the Citation
By clicking on More Options in the detailed Item record you may:
• Print or E-mail citations
• Add a citation to your list for later use
• Export citations to EndNote or EndNoteWeb, RefMan, ProCite and other bibliographic management programs

Need Help?
Visit the Science & Technology reference desk or give us a call at (808) 956-8263.